m/m (paris) presents

T H E A L PH A DIC K S
twenty-six
loaded cowboys
featuring
drawings by
M ATHIAS AUGUSTY NIAK
introduction in rhyme by
GLENN O’BRIEN
——
“ Every man has two heads, that’s better than one. ”
64 pages | 26 illustrations | 13.5 × 9 inches |
black & white duotone | hardbound | obi-strip | numbered edition of 1 000 copies
isbn 978-2-918392-00-2 | france: 40€
M/M Books are available from shop.mmparis.com and selected bookstores.

m/m (paris) presents

T H E A L PH A DIC K S
twenty-six loaded cowboys
Freely inspired by a photographic fashion story by Willy
Vanderperre for Arena Homme+ in 2008, — when the magazine was
under the creative direction of M/M (Paris) — the book features a
series of drawings by Mathias Augustyniak portraying twenty-six
elegant young men, with giant phalli protruding from their backs,
breaking out of their hats or placed delicately around their
shoulders like animals after the hunt. A cheeky text in rhyme
written by Glenn O’Brien, and entitled Dickheads, introduces the
drawings, telling a story about men and their “two heads”.
A series of ornamented numbers, sketched especially for the book,
completes the illustrations in this volume, the first in a series of “?”
that inaugurates M/M (Paris) publishing imprint.
This volume is published in a limited edition
of 1 000 numbered copies.
mathias augustyniak, born in Cavaillon in 1967, is the co-founder of m/m (paris),
working at the crossroads of the creative worlds since 1992.
In 2012, he was awarded Chevalier des Arts & Lettres for his contribution
to the French cultural landscape over twenty years.
glenn o’brien is an American journalist, author and editor, chronicling American culture
since the infamous downtown New York scene of the nineteen sixties and seventies.

the alphadicks
64 pages | 26 illustrations | 13.5 × 9 inches |
black & white duotone | hardbound | obi-strip | numbered edition of 1000 copies
isbn 978-2-918392-00-2 | france: 40€
Now available from shop.mmparis.com and selected bookstores.
Bookshops/Distributors/Press: please contact us here for enquiries.

about m/m (paris) books
For almost twenty years now we have committed ourselves to producing imagery and
symbols embedded in the every day. Given our experience it seems natural for us to
extend into publishing — an intention originally included in our mission statement.
Our aim is to offer both our own productions and those of others —contemporary works
and historically neglected ones. Our books will be singular in their content and original
in their configuration. We now can only hope you’ll like them.
michael amzalag & mathias augustyniak — m/m (paris)
—
vol.1
the alphadicks
twenty-six loaded cowboys
dr awings by mathias augustyniak
rhyme by glenn o’brien
‘Every man has two heads. That’s better than one.’
vol.2
slÀtur | slaughter
photogr aphs by mathias augustyniak
text by oddn ý eir & ófeigur sigurðsson
‘Perhaps because the relationship between philosophy and sheep is especially close in Iceland,
questions about the core of things, space and time, negative space and positive time
are naturally discussed while handling lambs’ hearts.’
vol.3
the givenchy files
2007 — 2012
invitations and gr aphic works
inspired by the collections of riccardo tisci
art by m/m (Paris)
foreword by olivier zahm
‘These elegant invitations, dark, tortured, mysterious, erotic, surrealistic,
are a sort of thumbing of the nose at current fashion images.’
vol.4
the art world
photogr aphy from
the fiac posters and advertising
2005 — 2012
photogr aphy by m/m (Paris)
foreword by éric troncy
‘A sort of geographical manual defining the movements
of the art works, bringing them to specific territories, to their peripheries.’
[october 2012]
—
M/M books are available from shop.mmparis.com and selected bookstores.
Bookshops/Distributors/Press: please contact us here for enquiries.

